The notion of semantic fields or domains is important in theories of attention, language, and rhetoric, yet current research on semantic domains used to supplement these theories tends to have "a certain ad hoc and unsystematic flavor" about it, according to Oakley (2009) . This article shows how semantic domains emerge within surface language input when we draw on the more primitive concept of lexical cohesion between words. We present an implemented model of what we call generalized lexical cohesion, which allows us to analyze a text in terms of the semantic domains that its language invokes. We then show how a semantic field-based representation of a text can serve as a background against which rhetorical schemes, such as antithesis, can be fruitfully examined. Representation based on semantic domains facilitates tracing the role that schemes play not only in explaining proximate surface patterns, but also in explaining larger organizational patterns of discourse. Such larger patterns yield clues about the overall design of a text from a socio-cultural as well as a semantic perspective.
Introduction
Since Historical efforts to explain what the tropes and schemes are as sui generis entities have required postulating parallel universes that set off so-called "figurative" language against a baseline of the literal, the normal, the expected, and the average (Quintilian, 1921, III: 353; Peacham, 1593: 1; Paulhan, 1953; Kennedy, 1991: 23; cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 7-44) . Theories that take a sui generis approach to the figurative seize upon specimens of language that catch our attention a posteriori, only to assign them -unhelpfully we think -to a priori categories. This means seeking to fit rich explanations of how figures coax the audience's attention into the narrow confines of formal (that is, form-based) descriptions of what they are. While there is nothing in itself wrong with formal description, formal description in the case of tropes and schemes is not sufficient for understanding how they fulfill their function in terms of audience experience. Furthermore, while there is nothing in itself wrong with a priori categories, such categories miss the interaction of other contingencies of context that together explain why tropes and schemes can make special demands on the audience's attention. Simply stated, formal and a priori descriptions of figures lend themselves poorly to theories of cognition and attention. As Fahnestock (1999) details, historical efforts have foundered when seeking to explain figurative language as attention-grabbing through its four capacities (1) to "depart" from norms qualitatively or statistically (Fontanier, 1977: 10; cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 16) , (2) to "substitute" for insipid language (Paulhan, 1953; cited in Du Marsais, 273-276; cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 17) , (3) to bring increased "emotion" and "force" to lifeless and listless language (Cicero, 1970: 252; Plett, 1983: 359) , and (4) and to "add value" to supposedly value-challenged language (Kennedy, 1980: 5) . These historical explanations founder because context can nullify the capacities of language that meets the formal specifications of figures (e.g., reading lists of figures can be a very dry experience) and can elevate seemingly "normal" language into figured experience even when, in isolation, it fails to fit the prior requirements of figuration. Much parody in theatre and situation comedy is rooted in figuring the banal and unearthing unnoticed aesthetic rhythms from the routine.
More promising theories of tropes and schemes have emerged from recent work in cognitive linguistics (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Turner, 1991 ) that seek to naturalize figuration within theories of cognition and attention (Oakley, 2009) and that work from the viewpoint of the reader primed to interpret language, rather than from that of the collector primed to catalog it Instead of providing taxonomies of tropes and schemes, this line of research starts with what Shapiro and Shapiro (1986: 26) describe as the "preexisting conditions" of figured experiences, and then seeks out the "relational algebra" and "combinational logic" or "operations" that transform these conditions into figured experiences for readers. These theories hew to the principle of Occam's razor, maintaining that the "preexisting conditions" of figured experience require no assumptions beyond that of normal language processing. They also hew to the classical perception, since Quintilian (cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 9) , of a major divide between the "body" of figuration that affects meaning (tropes such as metaphor, irony, metonymy, and synecdoche) and the specific pose of that body affecting the syntactic presentation of meaning (schemes such as antithesis, incrementum, polyptoton, and antimetabole). Of course, at some basic level, meaning and syntax affect both tropes and schemes. Even the most intellectual of ironies requires syntax to be understood. Even the catchy antimetabole "Protects what it shows/shows what it protects," which was first used to advertise cellophane in the 1950s (cited in Fahnestock, 1999: 24) , relies on the semantic domains of guardianship and visibility reinforced syntactically by repeating the same clause with the key terms (viz., protects/shows) exchanging grammatical relations.
The purpose of this paper is to explore more precisely the "preexisting conditions" of language processing that we believe have important extensions and applications to at least some schemes. We argue that a significant source of preconditioning in the perception of language -figured or otherwise -is contributed by the primitive concept of lexical, or semantic, cohesion. This is essentially the association that a language user perceives between two words in the stream of discourse. In the next section, we describe research we have undertaken to understand semantic cohesion empirically and then computationally. We report on a machine-learning algorithm that can make a judgment on the cohesiveness of any two words in a text with about a 50% match with human judgments. We further show how the algorithm has been augmented from pairwise judgments of cohesiveness to the construction of cohesive "cliques" of words. These cliques are lexical traces that conjure up semantic domains -registers, concepts, mental experiences -through which the text delivers its messages. 1 Insofar as these domains include content that is not typically contrastive or even related, they create the background against which a scheme such as antithesis stands out One primary argument of our paper is that local instances of figures like antithesis emerge from these discourse-level semantic fields when aesthetically framed in the local syntax. Proceeding from this view, figures dwell in semantic fields of discourse; it is crucial to understand this level to understand the figures themselves.
In a later section we show how our machine-learning algorithm creating semantic groups from texts, applied to Obama's "Toward a More Perfect Union" speech (2008) on race relations in America, helps us to systematically detect and analyze the rich and strategic use of antithesis in that speech. It can further help us to appreciate antithesis as both a macro-and micro-strategy of discourse organization. The idea that figures can take in their scope different grain sizes of language -from words, to sentences, to longer passages -was systematically addressed at least as far back as Peacham (1593) . One of the advantages of the cohesion-detection algorithm that we discuss is its capacity to 1 We use the terms "semantic fields" and "semantic domains" interchangeably, largely following Langacker's (1987) notion of "domain" as referring to a cognitive entity that underlies an interpretation of a certain semantic unit -mental experiences, concepts or clusters of concepts, etc. The term "lexical field" refers to the group of words in a given text that conjures up a certain domain. A lexical field functions both as a' textual blueprint and a catalyst of a semantic domain. For example, the lexical field "mother, father, sister, brother" conjures the semantic domain of "family" as a relevant cognitive entity. Lexical fields can invoke certain species of cognitive entities such as discourse registers. Discourse registers are experiences, concepts, and concept clusters associated with situated ways of talking bounded by place, class, education, occasion, ethnicity, ideology, group membership, and a host of other geographic-demographic variables. So, just as a lexical field can conjure up a domain of family, it can also conjure an image of a lecturer in constitutional law at an elite American university, along with the didactic nature of the interaction, the typical subject matter, the particular ethos carried by the speaker, and the social relations between the speaker and the audience. We will use the notion of register when interpreting some of lexical fields in our case study in section 4.
capture antithesis relationships that serve different macro-organizational functions. We illustrate, in effect, how generalizing the primitive notion of cohesion between two words in a text can serve the interests of inventionbased rhetorical analysis.
From lexical cohesion to semantic domains

Lexical cohesion as a restricted, local phenomenon
In Halliday and Hasan's seminal book Cohesion in English (1976) , lexical cohesion refers to texture created by the use of words with related meanings. Lexical cohesion is part of a broader system of cohesive devices that unify a certain sequence of sentences into the coherent whole we call a text The system of cohesion in English comprises many types, including referential cohesion, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion, with lexical cohesion being the least elaborated type in their theory, as it is in contemporary linguistic theory in general 2 Halliday and Hasan (1976) viewed cohesion as an explanation for the smooth transition between sentences, based on the calculation of the number of cohesive ties a given sentence holds with previous sentences in the text Cross-sentence ties in Halliday and Hasan's theory function as the primary unit of analysis; conversely, intra-sentence connections were deemed of little or no interest For example, Halliday and Hasan found only two cohesive ties in the following pair of sentences: "I had one of those nice old houses -I was very lucky. It was about thirty years old, on stone pillars, with a long stone staircase up and folding doors back on to a verandah." They noted the referential tie between the pronoun "It" and the phrase "one of those nice old houses," and the lexical repetition of the word "old." Yet they paid no attention to the semantic relatedncss between staircase, doors, and verandah, nor to the connection of a house to its various parts (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 342) .
Aggregating local ties into larger structures
Hasan's later thinking about the scope of lexical cohesion in text led her to develop the notion of chains of similarity that interact with, but exist independendy of, chains of reference. In addition to being liberated from dependence on clauses and sentences that typically bound referential links, local lexical structures morphed into organizing principles of text, elements of what Hasan called a text's "cohesive harmony" (Hasan, 1984) .
This line of research was subsequendy taken up in computational linguistics, where lexical chains were pursued as a means of isolating a text's major topics (Morris and Hirst, 1991) that could be used to create a summary (Silber and McCoy, 2002; Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997) or could represent the text for 2 "The triumphs of modem linguistics are more noticeable in the realms of grammar and phonology; by comparison, lexis is a neglected area." (Hasan, 1984: 194) .
further analysis, such as analysis of sentiment polarity (Devitt and Ahmad, 2007) . Such chains were also recognized as contexts of interpretation for the member words, supplying useful information for sense disambiguation (Galley and McKeown, 2003; Morris and Hirst, 1991) , error detection (Hirst and StOnge, 1998; Hirst and Budanitsky, 2005) , and the separation between idiomatic and non-idiomatic uses of certain expressions (Sporleder and Li, 2009 ). 3
The human factor
Aggregation of pairwise cohesive ties into larger structures is one step towards generalization of the notion of lexical cohesion. Another aspect is the need to find interpersonally valid manifestations of it Hasan noted the subjectivity of lexical cohesion, especially of collocational lexical cohesion, a category that captured words that create cohesion due to the commonality of their juxtaposition: "The problems of inter-subjective reliability cannot be ignored If someone felt that there is a collocational tie between dive and sea in [an example text] , on what grounds could such a statement be either rejected or accepted?" (Hasan, 1984: 195 ). Hasan's remark was prescient, as subsequent attempts to obtain reliable chain annotations were frustrated (Mortis and Hollingsworth and Teufel, 2005) . These studies, like many others in content analysis, are agreement-oriented, with their (ideal) goal to get everyone to agree on every single item. With respect to the realm of cohesion judgments, this ideal may very well be unobtainable; as we shall see, there is a good deal of persistent subjectivity in judgments of lexical cohesion. Nonetheless, we also show below that there exists a core subset of judgments that is uncontroversial and can be trusted, for purposes of initial theorizing and modeling, as the embodiment of the lexical cohesion phenomenon in a text In Beigman Klebanov and Shamir (2006) , 22 students were asked to mark pairs of cohesive words in each of 10 texts. Chance-controlled agreement on classifying words into lexically cohesive with some previous word or lacking any cohesion was significant but only moderate, with κ = 0.45. Furthermore, when some of the subjects were later presented with their own, other people's, and random annotations and asked to validate them, only 62% of all humangenerated pairs of cohesive words were validated, testifying to considerable and persistent subjectivity of the task of detecting lexical cohesion. Yet, when looking at cohesive pairs that (a) involved a word that was judged by at least 13 people as having cohesion with some previous word in the text and (b) were explicitly marked by at least 5 people, the validation rate was very high, 94% on average across texts. 4 These pairs were termed core cohesive pairs in Beigman Klebanov and Shamir (2006) , totaling 1261 pairs.
Thus, while disagreement exists in no small measure, there are numerous instances on which agreement between annotators is beyond reasonable doubt. This reliable, albeit partial, data is exemplified in Figure 1 below, showing some core cohesive pairs from one of the 10 texts.
(2006). Arrows point from a later-appearing word to the preceding word it is cohesive with.
While giving litde information about the actual arguments put forward by the text, the lexical cohesion map clearly indicates the use of semantic fields of driving, specifically of driving fast, as well as environmental lack of light and human ailment The map is also suggestive as to the help provided by lexical cohesion to the overall coherence -or "hanging together" -of the text, as the lexical networking of lights bridges the different fields. The reliable data from Beigman Klebanov and Shamir (2006) study is used to train our pairwise cohesive detector in a supervised machine-learning paradigm, as will be explained in the next section.
An implemented model
The first task of the implemented model is to capture the pairwise cohesion between words in a text. A number of properties of word pairs were found to correlate with cohesiveness (or with non-cohesiveness): (1) function words and high-frequency words tend not to participate in cohesive structures; (2) the further apart the two words are in the text, the less likely they are to form a cohesive pair; and (3) stem-sharing, as in aircraft and airfield, is conducive to cohesion. Beyond these somewhat general characteristics, we employed three types of knowledge sources to gauge more detailed information about the pair in question.
Knowledge sources for detecting pairwise cohesion
Gt-occumnce in texts
As words are known by the company they keep, we hypothesized that the tendency to co-occur would be predictive of cohesion, in line with Halliday and Hasan's notion of collocational lexical cohesion. We use Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester et aL, 1990 ) (henceforth, LSA) to quantify this tendency; it has been shown that LSA mainly captures the tendency of two terms to occur together in a document or to occur with the same other terms (Kontostathis and Pottenger, 2006) , that is, syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, respectively. We trained LSA on 1987 Wall Street Journal articles, available from the Linguistic Data Consortium. For a more detailed description of LSA and of the specific parameter settings we used, please see Beigman Klebanov, Diermeier, and Beigman (2008) and Beigman Klebanov (2007) .
Dictionary
Another source of general information about word meanings and associations is a dictionary. We use WordNet (Miller, 1990) , a large lexicographic database, combining a hierarchy of concepts organized by die is-a relation with an English-English dictionary, where each item is given a definition (a gloss, in WordNet terminology). We utilize both the classification given by the taxonomy and the information in the gloss, which often mentions a salient characteristic of the given concept; for example, a flag is defined as an emblem that is typically made of cloth. A detailed specification of our algorithm for using WordNet to measure of semantic relatedness is given in Beigman Klebanov (2006) . In a nutshell, the algorithm uses a measure of overlap in (adjusted) glosses of two words' senses. 5
Free associations
A free association of a word X is the word that first comes to mind when one is cued with X. While texts rely in an often implicit manner on people's knowledge and experience, this knowledge and experience is thought to be directly reflected in the associative structure of the human lexicon (Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber, 2004) . We use two wide-coverage publicly available databases of free associations: The Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss et aL, 1973) and The University of South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber, 2004 ); together they cover 8544 different cue words, each cue word having responses from 100 to 150 subjects. To avoid idiosyncrasies, we only use responses produced by at least two subjects in one of the databases. Looking at a pair of words in the text, we check for the following kinds of associations: direct (one of the words has the other as an associate) and share (the two words share at least one associate). The strength of a direct association is quantified as the percentage of responses to the cue covered by the associate; the strength of a share association is inversely proportional to the general frequency of the rarest common associate.
Combining the different knowledge sources
We combine the information provided by the different knowledge sources using supervised machine learning; in particular, we use the decision tree algorithm as implemented in the C4.5 software package (Quinlan, 1993) . The system is presented with a sequence of labeled examples -in our case, a sequence of pairs of words labeled as cohesive or non-cohesive by humansand induces a set of rules to decide on the cohesiveness of a pair. A decision rule might require, for example, that a pair scores at least .20 on LSA, at least .17 on WordNet, and is at most 50 words apart in the given text in order to be classified as cohesive. A detailed exposition of learning with decision trees for cohesion detection can be found in Beigman Klebanov, Diermeier, and Beigman (2008) . The labeled pairs of words presented to the machine learning algorithm are derived from the human data collected by Beigman Klebanov and Shamir (2006) . Specifically, during training, the system sees only cases of reliable classification -core cohesive pairs are shown with the label "cohesive"; for the "non-cohesive" label, we show only pairs of words that not only were not marked as cohesive by any human, but also contain a member of the pair that comes later in the text and was not given any cohesive links to any other preceding word in the text by any human. In total, there are 1201 examples of "cohesive" 6 cases and about 16,000 of "non-cohesive" ones. 7
6 Some of the 1261 core pairs involved multi-word items as one of the members; these were not shown, as the learning task was cast as classifying pairs of words only, of which there were 1201. 7 We experimented with other ways of inducing labeled examples from the experimental data that included less reliable data as well, but those schemes did not produce a clear-cut improvement in performance for the set of features we present here, so we chose not to report the results. For details of these experiments, see Beigman Klebanov (2007).
Measuring the quality of the model
We next describe how the quality of the model was assessed. It is customary in machine-learning experiments to partition the data into a training set (labeled examples that the system uses for inducing the classification rules) and a test set that includes labeled examples that the machine does not see at train time and that is only used to test the resulting automatic classifier. It is also common to produce multiple such partitions and average the performance on the different test sets, so that the performance figure has a smaller chance to depend on some peculiarity of a specific partition; such design with k different partitions is called /è-fold cross-validation. We use a 10-fold cross-validation design, where the system is trained on data from 9 texts and tested on the data from the 10th text; all reported figures are thus average performance over the 10 folds. While such partitions are not random, they have the added value of showing whether a detector of pairwise lexical cohesion trained on labeled pairs from 9 texts can generalize to a completely different text
To evaluate the ability of the system to predict the correct label, we cast the problem in a retrieval paradigm, where the task is to retrieve the (few) cohesive pairs from a (vastly larger) pool of pairs of words in a text This is analogous to retrieving a (few) relevant documents for the given query from a (vastly larger) pool of documents in the collection of interest, such as the Internet Indeed, less than 5% of all pairs are marked as cohesive by at least some human and less than 1% are core cohesive. The analogy with document retrieval does not end there; the crucial notion of relevance is quite subjective, which led to the development of evaluation schemes that give differential credit to finding highly or marginally relevant documents, such as Järvelin and Kekäläinen
(2000).
We use a simplified version of differential scoring, by concentrating on two parameters that are most interesting from the modeling perspective: (1) How much of what we find is acceptable? (2) How much of what should definitely be found do we actually find? We know that we should definitely find core cohesive pairs; our first measure of interest is thus recall-on-core Rcore, Le., the percentage of the core cohesive pairs found by the system. We feel that to equate "acceptable" with "core cohesive" is unduly restrictive, as many pairs that were marked by few people were nevertheless accepted at the validation stage and are thus acceptable to some humans. We therefore decided to treat any pair marked by at least one human as acceptable, our second measure being precision-on-all Pall, the percentage of items classified by the system as cohesive that were marked as such by at least one human.
Effectiveness of the different knowledge sources in predicting cohesion
We first investigate the effectiveness of the three major knowledge sources to predict pairwise cohesion. The first three lines of Table 1 present Rcore and Pall scores for LSA, WordNet, and free association databases separately; the fourth line shows performance figures for a decision tree that combines the three sources. As a single knowledge source, free association databases are able to recover the highest percentage of core cohesive pairs, while LSA is the most precise, classifying the smallest number of pairs left unmarked by all humans as cohesive. The benefit of combining the different knowledge sources is the improvement of the coverage of core cohesive pairs, substantially superseding the best single source, from 0.30 to 0.46; however, the improved ability to find core cohesive pairs comes at a price of not being able to match the best single performance on precision (Pall). In other words, the combined system erroneously classifies as cohesive more pairs than a system that uses only LSA. The combined system is a more permissive gatekeeper, so to speak; more pairs are allowed "in" as cohesive, so more core pairs get through, but along with these come many non-cohesive pairs. The same trend occurs with addition of frequencies, distance in the text, and morphology.
WN, LSA, FA, freq, dist, stem combined 0.53 0.46 Table 1 . Decision tree performance with different knowledge sources.
The increased "permissiveness" of the combined system stems from the fact that decision rules rely on weaker evidence from more than one source. For example, the decision tree trained with LSA as the single knowledge source setdes on either 0.22 or 0.23 threshold for cohesion detection in all 10 folds. Table 2 shows a number or rules produced when the three major knowledge sources were available to the system; each of the four rules below was produced in at least half the folds in exacdy the form presented in the Table 2 . Examples of decision rules produced by the system using WordNet, LSA, and Free Association databases.
As the table makes clear, LSA threshold can be lowered quite substantially if either a share association or a high WordNet score is observed between the two words; it can be further reduced if both are observed. This enhanced flexibility allows the system to capture more core cohesive pairs. Decision trees produced using WordNet, LSA, and free association databases differ in performance across the 10 folds of the cross-validation. Table 3 shows the performance of the cohesion-detecting decision tree trained on 9 texts on a new text, with each of the 10 texts from Beimgan Klebanov and Shamir (2006) serving in turn as a new text Overall, news articles tend to be somewhat easier, though the tendency is not clear-cut The lowest scores in both Rcore and Pall are substantially lower than the second-worst score, 0.27 and 0.29 versus 0.37 and 0.38, respectively; the bulk of the results are concentrated between 0.37 and 0.56 on both measures. Thus, while some variation in the degree of success is observed, one can expect to capture between 40% and 50% of core cohesion with a similar level of precision in Table 3 . Generalization across texts. Opinion pieces (Op), Action (Fic), and news articles (News) are represented. Please see Beigman Klebanov (2007) for detailed information on the 10 texts used in the experiment.
From pairwise ties to semantic fields
The decision tree produces a list of pairs of words judged to be cohesive. This list can be represented as a graph, with words as nodes and cohesive ties as edges, similarly to the graph in figure 1. Such graphs tend to be quite large -for a text of 500 distinct words, 1% rate of cohesiveness yields about 1,250 cohesive pairs. We are interested in a more concise representation that can be utilized for later expert analysis; we thus implement a procedure that allows concentrating on the tightly interconnected parts of the graph. Our basic unit of interest is a group of 3 words such that all 3 pairwise connections exist in the graph; this is called a 3-clique. The algorithm identifies all 3-cliques in the graph, and tries to progressively turn every η-clique into an (n+l)-clique by adding a word that is not yet covered by the clique and has a cohesive link with every member of the clique. Large cliques correspond to semantic fields that are extensively elaborated in the given text; a detailed example will be given shortly.
Once all cliques are built, we observe many almost-identical cliques that cannot be merged due to a small number of missing links. For example, in Barack Obama's speech analyzed in the next section, the clique {brother corniti daughter family grandfather nephew áster son uncle) and the clique {brother cousin daughter family niece nephew sister son uncle) cannot be merged into a larger clique because the link between grandfather and niece has not been detected by the model To reduce redundancy somewhat, we define cliques to be cores of larger groups that contain cores and peripheral members. Group Β is assimilated into group A if (1) Β has at least one element in common with the core of A; (2) at least two-thirds of the members of Β are in A. Elements that are in Β but not in A are added to the periphery of A. When presenting lexical groups found in Barack Obama's speech, we will show by a double vertical bar | | the end of the group's core and the start of its periphery; the words on the periphery will be ordered by diminishing connectivity with the core. Words of the core are most central to capturing the meaning of the group as a whole; words on the periphery are still in the cluster around the core, but are less extensively connected to its core. This process reduces the 1099 cliques found in Obama's speech to 145 core-and-periphery groups that display the multitude of semantic fields employed in the speech. All groups are shown in appendix A, available at <www.website.edu>. In the following section, we will present a group using its core words and a selection from the periphery that in our interpretation best supports the core. Group numbers refer to those in appendix A.
Application to antithesis
The figure of antithesis from Aristotle to Peacham and beyond
To contrast the way in which we interpret figures against their background of semantic fields, we begin with a brief overview of how antithesis, as our representative of schemes in general, has been understood in the literature. Aristotle, and the Classical tradition, saw antithesis as a collusion of syntax and semantics. He first discusses antithesis in Book III of the Rhetoric, Part 9 as an alternative form of the periodic style. A period, Aristotle notes, can consist of several members or one simple member. A period of several members, Aristotle cautions, should be a complete unit, divided into parts, and easy to deliver within a single breath, as if a single thought If a member of the period is too short, the reader will feel the thought too abruptly cut short; if the member is too long, the reader will feel left behind. A period with divisible members that relies on semantic contrasts is an antithesis. Antithesis uses semantic contrast to aid in the formulation, comprehension and acceptance of a thought Drawing on Aristode's consideration of antithesis in Book ΙΠ of the Rhetoric, Fahnestock describes antithesis as "a verbal structure that places contrasted or opposed terms in parallel or balanced [...] phrases" (Fahnestock, 1999: 46) .
In all corners of the English language, we find antitheses ranging from Alexander Pope's 'To err is human; to forgive, divine" to Neil Armstrong's "That's one small step for a man, one giant leap for all mankind." The semantic content of some antitheses can be elaborated beyond simple binaries by introducing multiple pairs of opposed terms. The three contrasting pairs of "small" and "giant," "step" and "leap," and "a man" and "all mankind" in Armstrong's quotation -and the pairs of "err" and "forgive" and of "human" and "divine" in Pope's -demonstrate this.
In our view, the semantic oppositions that make the classical antithesis possible and effective operate fundamentally at the discourse (and cultural) level Semantic oppositions that are framed in a periodic sentence and attract the audience's attention simply are the classical instances of antithesis. For the classical antithesis to work as it does, the semantic oppositions on which it depends must be activated and felt, if not perceived, by the serial reader at the discourse level 10 This observation is consistent with the recent finding that aspects of Perelman's notion of presence as a local qualitative phenomenon of language depend on quantitative features of the larger discourse that set the conditions for local perception and attention to take place (Atkinson, Kaufer, Ishizaki, 2008; Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969 ). In the case of antithesis, the "punch" of the figure depends to a large extent on encapsulation of networks of meaning in the text or surrounding context that have been seeded and felt without being noticed. This gives the figure not only the sense of stating a contrastive meaning, but of summing up in memorable language a complex set of conditions seeded in prior language and context Our rlaim then is that to understand the aesthetic phenomenon of antithesis, one must also understand the non-aesthetic pre-existing conditions at the discourse level that prefigure our aesthetic perception. When considering instances of classical antithesis in section 4.3, we seek to demonstrate how the semantic contrasts that operate in them rely on and interact with the different semantic domains active in the discourse at large.
Discourse-level antithesis is not confined to sentence periods but can operate over larger units. This idea is hardly new to our work. The notion that figures can manage language across a range of textual units -from words, to sentences, to longer passages -was systematically addressed at least as far back as Peach am's The Garden of Eloquence (1593a). Kaufer and Buder (1996) make a similar argument when they observe that the rhetorical topic of opposition can apply to the levels of the whole text, the sentence, and the word. We just mentioned that discourse-level semantic domains are felt by serial readers often without being noticed as such. The main advantage of the cohesion-detection algorithm we discuss is its capacity to capture non-serial units of textual organization (lexical fields) and avail them to the attention of a rhetorical analyst The promise of the algorithm is to make the pre-existing conditions of a semantic figure like antithesis as straightforward to extract and analyze as the figure itself. We illustrate, in effect, how generalizing the primitive notion of cohesive attraction between two words in a text can serve the interests of invention-based rhetorical analysis.
Understanding rhetorical design through discourse-level semantic domains
As we have seen above, one of the benefits of cohesion analysis is that is allows us to rechunk a text into groups of semantically related words. This rechunking of non-adjacent words into groups in turn creates newly constructed windows of attention for the analyst, windows for discovering patterns unifying nonadjacent words that are simply unavailable to the serial reader. More specifically, these rechunked groupings can help the analyst discern how a scheme, such as antithesis, can scale to large discourse units and accurately describe discourselevel patterns. In this section, we track in depth how the application of cohesion analysis to Obama's "A More Perfect Union" speech makes explicit a dominant antithetical discourse pattern at the core of his speech. We have chosen this speech because few speeches in American public address since Martin Luther's King's "I Have a Dream" speech have received the spontaneous acclaim that Barack Obama received for his delivery of "A More Perfect Union" in Philadelphia. Obama's speech has been hailed as his Profile in Courage^ as an "honest attempt to explain and connect," 12 and even as a speech "unlike any delivered by a major political figure in modern American history." 13 What can explain a speech having such an immediate and profound impact, or, as Kate Sheppard of The American Prospect put it, Obama's success in "hitting the appropriate tone" 14 for a discussion of race in America? Achieving an "appropriate tone" is but one aspect of what sociolinguists call regster. Insofar as they have a semantic source, registers can be thought of as semantic domains that cue the utterance context as well as content For example, we understand that the language of a formal lecture differs from the language of a kindergarten class and both differ from the language of the courtroom. These differences are obvious to discern but take analytical skill to define. When we applied the cohesion detector to Obama's speech, we were able to develop a more operational understanding of what it meant for Obama to hit an "appropriate tone." It foremost helped us see that the singularity of the phrase "appropriate tone" was deeply misleading. For Obama's speech to hit the right tone, it had to hit many tones. Obama's speech is a multi-register performance, intimately tracking the American landscape of racial and class registers on the question of race. We can call these registers antithetical because they tend to occupy voices in American cultural politics with little overlap or interaction. Figure 2 shows the four largest semantic fields in Obama's speech. Words in the religious domain allow Obama to talk as a man of faith and spirituality. Words in the two groups comprising race and constitutional law permit him to talk as a man of secular realism and materiality. Even more than the groups on race and civil rights, this latter register allows him to talk as a Harvardtrained student of constitutional law and an adjunct professor of law at the University of Chicago. None of these register fluencies is anomalous. What is uncommon is for one person to demonstrate them as part of an integrated ethos.
Religion (1)
Baptist Christ Christian church god pastor priest rabbi religion religious scripture seminary | | cross baptize condemnation minister unto pulpit spirit confess reverend flock Moses ministry faith sermon sin (4) document bondage freedom generation struggle founder parchment greatness citizen free civil slave statesman Figure 2 . The four largest semantically cohesive groups in Obama's speech. Each domain's core and a selection from the periphery are shown. Group numbers correspond to those in appendix A (<www.website.edu>), where each group is fully detailed.
In the next phase of rhetorical analysis, groupings inherited from the cohesion detection are seen as actions launched from the implicit material conditions of rhetoric, that is, rhetorical situations. The inferential challenge opened by this phase is to postulate the material conditions triggering the textual actions. This phase requires consolidating the groups of semantic families into a single system, envisioning it as a unified response to a rhetorical situation, and finally constructing a top-level hierarchy that provides traces of the situation to which the lower nodes an be understood as a response.
To understand Obama's speech as a "response" in Bitzer's (1968) sense, let us review some of the major events leading up to it In March 2008, ABC News ran a story on the sermons of Obama's long-time pastor, Jeremiah Wright, and found Wright's sermons to be consistently scornful of America for its racism and racial hypocrisy. 15 This was soon followed by the posting of several of Wright's speeches on YouTube. 16 Obama responded by disavowing the pastor and removing him from his campaign. 17 However, Obama knew his swift actions against the pastor could be easily miscontrued as a transparent cover-up strategy that could leave his viability as a candidate badly tarnished. He understood he would need a more thoughtful statement to put before the American people to explain why he could have embraced aspects of Reverand's Wright's message for so many years and still differ with Wright's viewpoint in ways that would matter to the voter. 18 As America's first mixed-race candidate, Obama had to show he "got" the black community's frustration with racial justice in America while also "getting" the white community's frustration with that frustration. He had to show that the lens on America had been divided along racial lines and that he could see America through both lenses.
When we interpreted Obama's speech at this phase of the analysis, it became straightforward to hypothesize how Obama's semantic classifications helped him address his rhetorical situation. As a white, he had endured antiblack stereotypes but also understood how some white anger against blacks held some justification; as a black, he had endured anti-white stereotypes but also understood how some black anger against whites also held some justification. Obama's multiple and mixed registers were designed to present white ways of speaking and black ways of speaking in juxtaposition and then let these registers confront one another in common pursuit toward resolution. As the first mixed-race presidential candidate, Obama carried the ethos to speak about both races in their most unflattering and yet their most sympathetic light Cohesion analysis made it possible not only to uncover these opposing registers in Obama's speech, but to track the specific semantic domains from which they come. We find antithesis working in Obama's speech in three semantic domains in particular: the legal/economic, family, and religious domains. Obama elaborates these domains from the antithesis of white and black racial perspectives. As we shall see later, Obama invokes other domains involving intellectual and empathie understanding as ways of confronting and seeking to resolve this antithesis.
Antithesis in the legal/ economic domain
Obama addresses American law and history from multiple perspectives, from society's pillars to the down-and-out and disenfranchised. From the top of society, he could sound like a constitutional elite (group 4 in Figure 2 ) and a disciple of law and order (law justice criminal injustice court crime police (5)). But he could also recount that same legal history from the outside looking in, as a community organizer mindful of white racism (group 3 in Figure 2 ), mindful of life from the bottom (poor welfare neglect help needy poverty (6)), from the crumbling neighborhoods seeking decent and affordable housing (neighborhood homeless bowing urban home FHA homeowner community decent (7)), and from those in most immediate need {despair care help cry (8)), arising out of cruel forces (injustice racism attitude inequality (9)).
Antithesis in the family domain
The cohesion detection algorithm found a large group of words related to family and kin relationships in Obama's speech (group 2 in Figure 2) . Many of the words are contained within one paragraph early in the speech that starts with Obama introducing the black versus white antithesis into the discussion of his extended family. Obama relies on the family domain and its typical implication of genetic similarity as a contrastive backdrop against which to highlight how he was never able to see family through the lens of genetic similarity. His requirement for reconciling family always included confronting and reconciling the antithesis of black and white culture. He relies on the family domain as a background stratagem for associating race and racial reconciliation within the more culturally acceptable value Érame of family and family reconciliation. Furthermore, his reference to the family domain provided him the ethos to let his audience know that his knowledge of the antithesis of race was as personal as is possible.
Antitheñs in the religion domain
Religion is a highly elaborate semantic domain in Obama's speech; for the most part, this domain is racially neutral (group 1 in Figure 2 ). This domain is further supplemented by a smaller and more focused group {Church complicity condemn confess pastor priest injustice humiliation (10)) that hints in part at the white church's contradictory stance towards injustice, with both condemnation and complicity. While this more focused group reveals some racial tensions within the church, the overwhelming references within the religious domain are, like in the family domain, racially neutraL Like the family domain, the religious domain in Obama's speech is used to create a background context of unity, a unity that his propositions seek to break by referencing a racial divide between the white church and the black church. According to Obama, the white church insulates itself from, rather than confronts, the antithetical forces at the heart of race issues in America. When speaking about white congregants' cluelessness about black anger, he says: "The fact that so many [white] people are surprised to hear that anger in some of Reverend Wrights sermons simply reminds us of the old truism that the most segregated hour in American life occurs on Sunday morning." By contrast, the black church inherits all the cultural contradictions that define the black experience in America: "The church contains in full the kindness and cruelty, the fierce intelligence and the shocking ignorance, the struggles and successes, the love and yes, the bitterness and bias that make up the black experience in America." Against the backdrop of a racially neutral religious sphere, Obama seeks to demonstrate that the church is anything but neutral on race.
Confronting race in America through intellectual and empathie understanding
What does Obama offer as a resolution to the antitheticals of race in America? Through the semantic domains he invokes, revealed through cohesion detection, it becomes apparent that key elements are open-minded, inquisitive, and empathie learning and education, the kind of learning that both helps a person understand and makes a person understanding.
The following four related domains course through his speech: education {college education learn school university scholarship read class study teach student (11) (14)).
With the priming of these domains, Obama creates the context for prescribing a studied and nonjudgmental response to the black anger of Reverend Wright "But the anger is real; it is powerful; and to simply wish it away, to condemn it without understanding its roots, only serves to widen the chasm of misunderstanding that exists between the races." This sentence conveys both intellectual and empathie understanding and further explains why Obama primed his audiences to hear it in both senses. It does not, however, prevent Obama from severing the intellectual and the empathie when it is within his rhetorical interest He relies on this severing to criticize Reverend Wright for a failure of intellect about societal change, which is far more facesaving than criticizing him for failing to show understanding for whites would have been: "But what my former pastor too often failed to understand is that embarking on a program of self-help also requires a belief that society can change." Not being a professional sociologist, economist, demographer or social theorist of any kind, one can excuse a pastor who flunks a test on societal change. A pastor who flunks an empathy test would need to look for another line of work. Obama summons his audience to a synthetic course of both intellectual and empathie understanding.
Local antithesis as strategic deployment of semantic domains
Let us now consider how the semantic fields constituting Obama's speech can help explain his strategic choice of syntax in framing local antithesis for the serial reader. Here we move from antithesis as a discourse-level phenomenon to the classical antithesis caught in periodic sentences. We move from antithesis as a means of structuring rhetorical themes to one of structuring rhetorical moments. The insight here is related to the idea that empirical trends at the discourse level can illuminate -and at the same time usefully constrain -the interpretation of how smaller grains of discourse work strategically (Oakley and Kaufer, 2007) . When we consider antithesis at the sentence-level, we are not simply cataloguing a classical scheme. We are unearthing decisions the speaker made to give temporal moment to semantic oppositions already thematized at the discourse level.
Given the high number of semantic registers Obama makes available at the discourse level and his rhetorical interest in integrating them, it becomes easy to understand his syntactic choice of cross-referencing many different domains in multiple extended phrases. Although the most prototypical antitheses are comprised of two simple phrases -such as Alexander Pope's "To err is human; to forgive, divine" -Obama frequently extends antitheses across more than two phrases and semantic registers. Consider the following antithesis from Obama's speech:
The profound mistake of Reverend Wright's sermons is not that he spoke about racism in our society. It's that he spoke as if our society was static; as if no progress has been made; as if this country -a country that has made it possible for one of his own members to run for the highest office in the land and build a coalition of white and black; Latino and Asian, rich and poor, young and old -is still irrevocably bound to a tragic past
The extended antithesis in this extract syntactically juxtaposes the notion of "racism in out society" to a set of ideas, as shown more clearly below. 19 not that he spoke about :
that he spoke as if our racism in our society society was static According to the discourse view of antithesis, classical antithesis gives moment to contrasts already thematized in the discourse. The local antithesis above is a strategically important moment in the speech because it is the place where Obama identifies the actual "profound mistake of Reverend Wright's sermons" and gives his idea of a better alternative. It is the one place where Obama encapsulates his rhetorical response strategy (viz., I share much with Reverend Wright but he also went too far) into a temporal moment Reverend Wright's mistake, according to Obama, is in the way the Reverend rendered the notion of racism in the American society; to find out what Wright's mistaken rendering is, we look at the semantic fields where "racism" participates:
19 While not as poetic as some of the classical examples of antithesis that often augment the syntactic parallelism with meter and rhyme, there is nevertheless an unmistakable opposition of ideas set in syntactically parallel form (not that he spoke X but that he spoke Y) that justifies treating this extract as an instance of what is traditionally taken to be a figure of antithesis.
Racial
Discrimination (3) Homeless (7) Neighborhood (15) Attitude (9) black discrimination race racial racially racism racist segregated segregation white | | civil bias slavery affirmative color prejudice inequality brown Hispanic stereotype equal FHA home homeless housing neighborhood urban I I child homeowner community racism needy live decent mortgage city neighborhood rural urban | | racism street attitude inequality injustice racism | | greed view condemn "Racism" is counterbalanced in the second part by references to "society", which is also found in the first part, as well as "progress," "country," and "past" Figure 3 shows the semantic domains where these terms belong. 20
Aspiration (16) Community (17) Belong (18) Future/history (19) Ago (20) Achieve (21) State (22) Town (23) World (24) Landscape ( According to Obama, the view of racism (presumably Reverend Wright's) as divisive, hurtful, unjust, and related to poverty and inadequate living conditions is the wrong focus for addressing race relations in America. For Obama, the important thing is continually aspiring to achieve a better societal situation with a very expansive view of both history and society, from the small township to the whole planet These aspirations are sufficiently general and race-neutral to encompass not only blacks and whites but also Latinos and Asians. In this antithesis, Obama constructs racism not as an enduring institution in America, but rather as an issue of great progress, achieved and achievable, that Obama can speak on expertly as a constitutional lawyer, an intellectual, and a man of mixed racial heritage. The example above shows how semantic fields guide the large-scale view of the rhetorical design of the speech. Furthermore, by providing a discourse-level view of the contrasting ideas across the speech and by seeing how local antithesis temporalices those contrasts as discrete moments, this example offers insight into the discourse functioning of sentence-level or classic cases of antithesis.
In Obama's quest for unity, he pronounces:
As such, Reverend Wright's comments were not only wrong but divisive [...] racially charged at a time when we need to come together to solve a set of monumental problems -two wars, a terrorist threat, a falling economy, a chronic health care crisis and potentially devastating climate change; problems that are neither black or white or Latino or Asian, but rather problems that confront us all."
In this extract, Obama contrasts monumental problems that "confront us all" with (less monumental) problems that confront only some parts of the society, with only the former given an explicit elaboration in the extract Looking at semantic domains where "black," "white," and "Latino" participate, we indeed ascertain that none has to do with the problems he mentions, such as wars, terror, or climate change. Yet one may ask -what are the problems that are Latino, black, or white, that are left unmentioned and participate only implicitly in the contrast? Furthermore, are there problems that are common to some of the groups he mentions, yet are not listed? The problem of racial discrimination is not listed by Obama as one of the "monumental problems [...] that confront us all" in this particular antithesis. Background lexical patterns tell us that it is actually common to black, white, and brown (see the Racial Discrimination group earlier in this section). Why is it not listed? First, it does not easily facilitate the unity that Obama is advertising -indeed, this is what the Wright controversy is about The second, implied reason is that it is not sufficiently monumental. This clearly falls in line with the analysis above of shifting focus from racism as an enduring problem towards race relations as an issue of great common aspirations and achievement
Tensions around culture and heritage are also not listed by Obama, but both black and Latino populations come across it:
Heritage (26) culture Hispanic language Latino native | | ignorance speak black ethnic population ideology
There are also some problems that are faced by specific communities, such as police violence towards blacks or immigration and legalization issues with Latinos:
This example illustrates how background semantic components can help detect what is left unsaid in the specific local construction. At the level of rhetorical design, this antithesis meshes well with Obama's strategy of stressing the unity -both in aspirations and in problems -over the less unifying issues that he acknowledges elsewhere in the speech, but leaves understated in this attentionattracting package of antithetical parallelism. While the discussion of two cases of local antithesis is far from making the fiali case, we do think these observations warrant the belief that there is a systematic case to be made that understanding semantic domains at the discourse level can make visible the importance of local syntactic choices for schemes that would otherwise remain hidden. In sum, we have found that interpreting Obama's use of local antitheses against the background of his larger semantic domains helps us to understand how these local antitheses may act as semantic microcosms, in a particular syntactic form, of the strategic organization of the entire text
Other figures
The focus of this article was on antithesis, yet other schemes and tropes can be fruitfully tracked using semantic field analysis. For example, consider the semantic field dealing with food and eating in Obama's speech {eat jar kitchen sandwich food mustard table relish hungry (29)). This domain is used in multiple figures in the speech, such as the extended anecdote about Ashley:
And Ashley said that when she was nine years old, her mother got cancer. And because she had to miss days of work, she was let go and lost her health care. They had to file for bankruptcy, and that's when Ashley decided that she had to do something to help her mom. She knew that food was one of their most expensive costs, and so Ashley convinced her mother that what she really liked and really wanted to eat more than anything else was mustard and relish sandwiches. Because that was the cheapest way to eat.
The motif of a parent feeding a child recurs in the speech ("the immigrant trying to feed his family"). It serves as a source domain for a metaphor, where the American people are cast as being in need for nutrition and Obama's message as food: "Throughout the first year of this campaign, against all predictions to Immigration (28) Police (27) police protest tear violence | | dead black anger crime force fight beat citizenship illegally immigrant legalize | | prove Latino citizen the contrary, we saw how hungry the American people were for this message of unity." Against the background of the parent-fceding-child use of the food domain in the speech, the metaphor serves to reinforce the importance and the urgency of Obama's "message of unity" as a vital element for the growth of the nation, much like food being a vital element in the growth, and indeed survival, of a child. This particular use of the food domain aligns well with Lakoff s analysis of liberal and conservative thinking in America (Lakoff, 2002) , exemplifying a case where a Democratic presidential candidate uses the "nurturing parent" frame to enhance the appeal of his message.
Conclusion
In this article, we have introduced a discourse-level understanding of antithesis that we believe underlies the received manifestation of the figure within the periodic sentence. The discourse-level phenomenon sets the preexisting semantic conditions to which the sentence-level figure gives weight and moment We have tried to show how the discourse-level phenomenon can help explain the summative punch carried in sentence-level antithesis. We have also tried to show that the discourse-level phenomenon can be studied on its own terms, apart from the aesthetic conditions it helps prefigure. This latter study is made possible by advances in computational linguistics that allow us to model the discourse-level phenomenon through the concept of cohesiveness between pairs of words in a text
In this article, we primarily considered the largest lexical fields selected by a text's author. There is some indication, however, that smaller fields can help trace important "support structures" for the main design. For example, a metaphorically used semantic domain may be expressed with relatively few different words in a given text, but can provide an important nuance to the main argument, enhance its force, or ground it in a larger worldview or ideology, as was the case in Obama's figurative use of the food domain. We hypothesi2e that smaller semantic domains with concrete, visual léxica are good potential indicators of metaphors. For example, a fishing and boating lexical field discovered by means of cohesion analysis in Margaret Thatcher's 1977 speech to the Conservative Party conference was used for multiple metaphors that together helped enhance the speaker's appeal to a working class audience (Beigman Klebanov, Diermeier, and Beigman, 2008) .
We submit that lexical cohesion detection as developed by Beigman Klebanov (2007) and presented here provides a primitive level of analysis to help explain rich and variegated semantic domains as emergent phenomena, constructed from pairwise semantic connections between words. The aggregated low-level connections yield background concepts, registers, and default premises that are culturally operative and at work when readers attend to the foreground of a text This needs to be demonstrated empirically; but, if confirmed, such a démonstration could show the role that semantic cohesion plays in an overall theory of linguistic attention.
Oakley (2009) provides a comprehensive framework of attention that bridges the biological stratum of attention with the more conscious mechanisms of language and audience coordination that are required for an account of rhetoric generally and linguistic schemes specifically. language, according to Oakley, enables us to convert objects of attention into communicative intentions and to then further convert these intentions into objects alerting the attention of others. Oakley further associates orienting in language, the scale and scope of attentional processing, with the intonation units found by Chafe (1994) to be just under five words in length and (in spoken information) taking about two to three seconds to produce. The selection system refers to the open-class and closed-class vocabulary that forms a repository of semantic content that repeats across situations. Significant aspects of the selection system arc the semantic domains it makes present for processing and those it leaves absent Detecting attention requires coordination between the semantic domains categorized through selection and the local units of interest drawn from that domain into the attentional field.
One of the least developed aspects of a theory of attention, however, is the genesis and organization of semantic domains. According to Oakley, "the concept of a semantic domain as a theory and method of language analysis has developed over the years a certain ad hoc and unsystematic flavor to it" (140). While some (Brandt, 2004) have offered intriguing theories of how semantic domains develop and combine, Beigman Klebanov's theory and computational model of semantic cohesiveness provides a model of the fundamental element by which semantic domains arguably form and fashion themselves as backgrounds for reading.
Groups with many words cast an elaborative background for understanding what a text is about -as the large groups for religion, constitutional law, and other domains in Obama's speech. Yet we have seen that large groups also cast a contrastive background for what the writer is saying against the general practices of the words in use. Tracking lexical cohesion thus helps bridge the cultural practices of the words and the meanings the writer wishes to forge from them in the text at hand. Such a bridge is necessary in order to explain both a rhetor's adaptation of cultural meanings to local texts and the possibility of his or her creating new meanings in local contexts that may propagate outward to influence general practice. We believe that our theory of emergent semantic fields has the theoretical and methodological scope to explore the interplay between adaptation and innovation, between cultural semantic practices and the "striking" and "attention-grabbing" phrasings and arguments that give them moment in the mind of the audience. 
